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Matador Series. 9 primary works â€¢ 9 total works. Book 1. The Man Who Never Missed. by Steve Perry. Â· Ratings Â·
70 Reviews Â· published Â· 7 editions.

The Tejano conflict release The Matador series The Matador series chronicles the birth, evolution, victory, and
aftermath of a rebellion which overthrows a corrupt and declining interstellar government "The
Confederation" based on Earth. The Matador series features a fictional martial art known as "Sumito" or "The
97 Steps". Many of the non-English words and place names are actually in the Esperanto language. The Man
Who Never Missed The rebellion proper begins in The Man Who Never Missed, in which Emile Khadaji
deserts from the Confederation military after a particularly bloody battle and religious experience, eventually
joining up with a bartending martial artist monk named Pen, who teaches Khadaji the art used by his order,
Sumito "The 97 steps" , before setting him on his own path. Khadaji learns economics and politics and
military science and eventually decides he has to overthrow the Confederation. This he does by setting up a
bar on a planet named Greaves, and while luring soldiers in by day, hunts and paralyzes them by night. Over
many months, he paralyzes 2, of the 10, troops on the planet, only missing with a handful of shots, which he
carefully conceals. Eventually, as the first paralyzed soldier awakens, he attacks the commander, is trapped in
his bar, and apparently killed. Afterwards, the Confederation military realize that he apparently knocked out
almost 2, soldiers without missing a single time, a record which becomes a legend, striking fear into the
Confederation military ranks. Juete who appears here is one of the major characters in The Omega Cage.
Kamus first appeared in 2 short stories by J. One of the stories is mentioned here. Matadora From the back
cover On some worlds, the name of Khadaji is a prayer for resistance fighters The one-man resistance to the
Confed on Greaves. With his death, Khadaji became the inspiration and idol of students of martial arts
everhwere. A rigorous program of political tactics and psychological warfare, physical discipline and martial
force. A mysterious school on the planet Renault A ronin, whose expertise in body control and knowledge of
the fighting arts drew the attention of Matador Villa. The school wanted her talents The Machiavelli Interface
From the back cover Khadaji started it. He had a vision on a bloody battlefield, a vision of the fall of the brutal
Galactic Confederation, and of the new order that would come after. He made himself a legend, and that
legend inspired a rebellion that swept across the stars. The Matadors continued it. Marcus Wall tried to stop it.
He used his immense wealth and corrupt power to close down the Villa, to outlaw the Matadors, to have their
leader thrown into a Confed prison. Now it is about to end. The Matadors are coming out of hiding. They will
move against the Confed. They will destroy Marcus Wall. No matter what the cost. The incredible journey of
the Matadora. Now the final battle of The Machiavelli Interface. PEN was trained by the master warriors, the
Siblings of the Shroud, learning the lethal skills that would someday forge a legend This is his story. The
Albino Knife It takes more than death to kill an evil man. Her father is a hero, a legend, the man who changed
the history of the galaxy. The Man Who Never Missed-a man she never met. The Confederation defeated,
Emile Khadaji disappeared, and now she must find him. Marcus Jefferson Wall died on the day the revolution
was won, but technology has given him a terrifying new way for the hand of vengeance to stretch beyond the
grave. Kildee Wu is a sensei, a teacher, a master of the martial arts. Her weapon is a year-old black sword
forged in secret; her ambition is to find the perfect student, one worthy of her blade. Sleel is a thief, a poet, a
scholar, a soldier-and one of the best of the Matadors, the elite cadre of bodyguards who sparked a revolution.
Now, stripped of his honor, forbidden the weapons that set him apart, he must begin again. Their enemy is
hidden in the House of Black Steel, protected by power and money. He has stolen her secret, and his honor,
and nearly claimed their lives. Their only hope of survival-and vengeance-lies in the strength of Each is given
a warning of impending assassination. Each is surrounded by bodyguards. But in every case, the death-stroke
falls on time The veterans of a thousand offworld battles. They alone can stop the march of Brother Death
Against them all stand the Few, the fanatical secret brotherhood. Armed with the secrets of a lost civilization,
they revel in their own powers of destruction. And they obey one voice Brother Death The Musashi Flex
Follows the development of the 97 steps of sumito as well as the biochemical enhancement later used by
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Confed soldiers. The protagonist is a professional fighter, Lazlo Mourn, who walks the Musashi Flex, an
illegal underground martial arts competition named after Miyamoto Musashi , which features both armed and
unarmed combat.
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Perry is perhaps best known for the Matador series. He has written books in the Star Wars, Alien and Conan universes.
He was a collaborator on all of the Tom Clancy's Net Force series, seven of which have appeared on the New York
Times Bestseller list.

Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and making it more concise. May Learn how and
when to remove this template message The Man Who Never Missed concerns an ex-soldier Emile Khadaji,
formerly in the service of the "Confed", a generic star-spanning empire formerly a confederacy, hence the
name of solar systems. The Confed has grown large and old, and to maintain its fading grip on power, uses its
powerful military to brutally suppress any resistance and to colonialize further worlds. During one such
campaign which results in the slaughter of three-quarters of a million people in a single pitched battle, Khadaji
snaps and deserts while experiencing a religious epiphany which instills him the belief that taking the lives of
sapient beings is wrong and that the Confed must be overthrown. He escapes and is believed dead by his
military superiors. While wandering in the nearby city and pondering his experience, the young Khadaji runs
into the mysterious priest "Pen" Pen being not his real name but rather his title; as the current Pen, Pen goes
about enshrouded such that his flesh cannot be seen , of the order of the Siblings of the Shroud. Pen also
teaches Khadaji the surprisingly complex craft of bartending to the many worlds of the Confed. While
working as a bartender on the world of Rim, Khadaji falls in love with an "exotic" albinoâ€”exotic is the term
Perry uses for descendants of humans genetically engineered to be sexually attractive, to exude sex
pheromones, and to have an extremely high libido. Eventually he realizes the extent to which she cheats on
him and how she views his martial arts skills as a useful way to protect herself from lustful males. Khadaji
comes to the conclusion that he needs to further his war against the Confed, but bartending on Rim was
wasting time. At this point, Pen and Khadaji part ways after a relationship encompassing years. Travelling to a
college planet, Khadaji begins learning economics and politics and military science. While there, he masters
the nonlethal civilian weapon: Within 20 meters, it is described as being an extremely fast and precise
weaponâ€” pointshooting taken to its logical conclusion. With his weapon and target chosen, Khadaji
carefully embarks on a large-scale and careful career of smugglingâ€”a career chosen for its ability to garner
large sums of money which Khadaji needs and because it does not necessarily compromise his ethics; Khadaji
reasons that as long as he does not transport health-compromising narcotics, his will be victimless crimes.
Eventually, he decides to test his skills against the best living opponents he can find, in real life-or-death
situations: He considered where he could get such experience. Or, there was The Maze. Such a thing was
risky, but it offered a real test. Injury was likely, death a possibility in the game known as The Maze; if he
could survive that, maybe he would be ready The Maze mentioned is a multiple-day unarmed combat
tournament set in a ruined city; the last person conscious wins an extremely large monetary prize. No rules
other than not interfering with the medical robots rescuing a downed contestant, and not bringing any weapons
with one into the tournament, are observed. Khadaji wins, and is convinced to launch his war. This he does by
buying and fortifying a bar on the recently occupied planet Greaves. While luring soldiers into his bar by day,
Khadaji hunts and paralyzes them with a potent cocktail of drugs which induces total paralysis by night; the
cocktail does not kill, but requires enormous sums of money and at least six months to cure. Over many
months, he paralyzes 2, of the 10, troops on the planet, only missing with a handful of shots, which he
carefully conceals. His guerilla tactics are so successful that the Confed forces estimate the "Shamba Freedom
Forces" or the "Shamba Scum" as the Confed calls them to have hundreds of members. Eventually, he learns
that his six months are about to lapse: So Khadaji goes for broke. He calls the head commander of the Confed
forces and reveals that he has learned the identity of the leaders of the Shamba Freedom Forces. There he
spends an hour meditating on his past and his life; in this flashback his history is revealed to the readerâ€”the
novel started in medias res. The army catches up to Khadaji. His vault is proof against most of their weapons;
the officer tasked with his apprehension orders an "implosion" possibly a miniature black hole bomb fired
against the safe. It, and presumably Khadaji, are compressed into a tiny lump; Khadaji is presumed dead,
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although the Confed forensics can only conclude that there was a human body in the remains, and not that the
remains were of Khadaji. Mysteriously, shortly before the implosion round is fired, Perry writes of Khadaji
handling a heavy, large, and secured package stored in the vault for the last six months. Afterwards, the
Confederation military realize that he apparently knocked out almost 2, soldiers without missing a single time,
a record which quickly becomes a legend, striking fear into the Confederation military ranks.
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MATADORA () This is second book in the series called Matador (See my Listmania) by Steve Perry. Dirisha Zuri was
introduced in The Man Who Never Missedd as a bouncer at the Jade Flower, the bar, where she met Khadaji.

The books have been published out of chronological order, and over a number of years, but in chronological
order they are: The Musashi Flex Prequel to the entire series. The Omega Cage The 97th Step A thief who
loses everything, including himself, and then is inducted into a mysterious priesthood called the Siblings of the
Shroud. Prequel to the Khadaji trilogy. The Man Who Never Missed The debut for the series. Picks up where
The 97th Step ended, following Khadaji as he learns what he needs to to know to start the fall of The Confed.
The story of The Matadors, trained as bodyguards, but destined to be leaders of the revolution. The
Machiavelli Interface The Albino Knife The Confed has fallen, but mysterious accidents keep happening. His
best hope of survival is Kildee Wu, a master of the sword looking for a worthy student. People are being killed
inside locked and guarded rooms, and nobody can figure out how. Tazzimi Bork gets stuck with solving the
murders, and their links to a twisted cult lead by a man named Brother Death. This series provides examples
of: The Zonn, who have been gone for millions of years, but left some interesting ruins scattered around
various planets. As Dain Maro discovers in The Omega Cage, their walls are actually stable energy fields, and
one can pass through them with the right equipment. They also form a major part of the plot of Brother Death.
The robot that delivers their meals has an annoying alarm that has to be manually deactivated, to make sure
they stop working and eat. The named character is the focal character of the book. You aim by pointing your
index finger at what you want to hit. Dirisha Zuri, who believes that love makes you weak , is sent to be a
bodyguard for Rajeem Carlos. She falls hard for for him, and eventually ends up in a relationship with him
and his wife. Pen or rather, Khadaji as Pen set her up with him intentionally, because she needed to learn what
love is in order to be the best possible bodyguard. Khadaji and Pen also both worked as bouncers at various
times in their lives. The Albino Knife deals with his attempts to reverse the process, and put himself back into
a human body. At Matador Villa the rules instruct you to be armed at all times, even in the shower because
other trainees can and will attack you there. The obvious problem with washing the backs of your hands is
noted: How the leader of the Musashi Flex is determined. Anyone ranked in the top ten can challenge the
current number one, and if they win, they take that position, regardless of their previous rank. The Third Rule
of Matador Villa: The blurb on the back cover of The Albino Knife has nothing whatsoever to do with the
book. Marcus Wall becomes this in The Albino Knife. His extra power just makes him more sadistic and
unhinged, wreaking havoc across the galaxy as well as drawing his enemies into a trap. Earth Is the Center of
the Universe: Earth is the Confederation capital, and a majority of their bureaucracy is headquartered there.
The 97 Steps, or Sumito, are the style that the Siblings of the Shroud practice, and which is taught to the
characters of the series. The Musashi Flex shows us its origins. Also oppugnate, a military-derived mixed
martial art fusing elements of boxing with the best bits of several other arts. Boxcars are sub-orbital, used for
longer distances. Saval Bork, and his sister Tazzimi. Bad-ass revolutionary Sleel is caught browsing the
philosophy section of a bookstore, quotes poetry, and spots a deception that nobody else had ever seen
through. This tends to make the victim look like a contortionist. Mues are humans genetically modified to be
more suitable for certain tasks, such as working on worlds with higher than Earth-normal gravity. There are
also the Albino Exotics, created as sexual playthings for the wealthy. The caption on the page image is a
paraphrase of something he said to a Confed officer in The Machiavelli Interface when queried on this. Pen
teaches Khadaji Pubtending alongside his Sumito lessons, both for its practicality A good pubtender is always
in demand across the galaxy and this trope: Ah, but it is a perfect job for a priest, even one so un-priestly as I.
More than one pubtender has come from the ranks of practicing psychologists-or gone there from some bar.
Kinetic Weapons Are Just Better: Hand-held energy weapons are rare, and most people are armed with various
projectile weapons, often with explosive or chemically-treated ammunition. We stand until the last man falls.
The Siblings of the Shroud are a largely pacifist order. Your flitter is likely to have a mysterious engine failure
and crash in the middle of the ocean. The stories are set somewhere around , but things are still measured in
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meters. Pretty common in the series. For starters Emile Antoon Khadaji has French-derived first and middle
names and an Arabic-sounding last name it seems to be a corruption of "Khadijah", an Arabic feminine given
name , suggesting he may be partly of Moroccan Arab descent. Marcus Jefferson Wall is the most powerful
man in the Confed political establishment, the power behind the throne. Not Safe for Work: Well-described
sex scenes happen at least once a book, although The Musashi Flex is noticeably tamer. Only when the first of
his victims comes out of the coma does he reveal himself to the local garrison commander. And then darts him
with Spasm for good measure. Powerful computers are some sort of artificial brain, and custom-tailored
viruses are used to teach people things quickly. Outgrown Such Silly Superstitions: Most of the main
characters follow some variant of Zen, and Christianity is still very common. Marcus Wall, the Big Bad of the
Khadaji trilogy and The Albino Knife, likes to sleep with pubescent girls in addition to his other endearing
qualities, so much so that Confed politicians have been known to offer their female relatives in return for his
favor. He gets very cross when he discovers one such favor to be an adult courtesan who has chosen to
specialize in servicing pedophiles and has herself on anti-aging treatments, and gets his revenge by sentencing
her to death by accelerated aging. Khadaji uses her to assassinate him with poison gas. Dirisha Zuri ends up in
a relationship with her first client Rajeem Carlos and his wife, plus her female lover from the Matador
academy, Geneva. Veate, the daughter of Khadaji and Juete, an Albino Exotic. The Albinos were genetically
created to be preternaturally sexually attractive. Very few escape working in the sex trade. Khadaji gave Juete
the resources to live her life independently, and she raised her daughter accordingly. Like Veate, his mother
was an Albino Exotic. Deadly accurate, and deadly for Albino Exotics, as noted in Human Subspecies: Those
who survive generally do so by finding a powerful "protector". All over the place in Black Steel. Kildee Wu
and Cierto are masters of the sword, and Sleel learns to use one quite effectively as well. The Matador school
has a room with a holographic projection system, used for practicing various bodyguarding scenarios. Khadaji
also uses a similar system to train for his attacks against the Confed. He still tries to get their approval when he
visits them during the course of the book. He always was persistent. Saval Bork is presented as the strongest
recorded man in the known universe. Until Brother Death, where we meet brother Mkono, an assassin even
bigger and stronger than Bork.
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The Matador book series by Steve Perry and Michael Reaves includes books The Man Who Never Missed, Matadora,
The Machiavelli Interface (US Edition), and several more. See the complete Matador series book list in order, box sets
or omnibus editions, and companion titles.

The Tejano conflict release The Matador series[ edit ] The Matador series chronicles the birth, evolution,
victory, and aftermath of a rebellion which overthrows a corrupt and declining interstellar government "The
Confederation" based on Earth. The Matador series features a fictional martial art known as "Sumito" or "The
97 Steps". Many of the non-English words and place names are actually in the Esperanto language. The Man
Who Never Missed The rebellion proper begins in The Man Who Never Missed, in which Emile Khadaji
deserts from the Confederation military after a particularly bloody battle and religious experience, eventually
joining up with a bartending martial artist monk named Pen, who teaches Khadaji the art used by his order,
Sumito "The 97 steps" , before setting him on his own path. Khadaji learns economics and politics and
military science and eventually decides he has to overthrow the Confederation. This he does by setting up a
bar on a planet named Greaves, and while luring soldiers in by day, hunts and paralyzes them by night. Over
many months, he paralyzes 2, of the 10, troops on the planet, only missing with a handful of shots, which he
carefully conceals. Eventually, as the first paralyzed soldier awakens, he attacks the commander, is trapped in
his bar, and apparently killed. Afterwards, the Confederation military realize that he apparently knocked out
almost 2, soldiers without missing a single time, a record which becomes a legend, striking fear into the
Confederation military ranks. Juete who appears here is one of the major characters in The Omega Cage.
Kamus first appeared in two short stories by J. One of the stories is mentioned here. From the back cover On
some worlds, the name of Khadaji is a prayer for resistance fighters The one-man resistance to the Confed on
Greaves. With his death, Khadaji became the inspiration and idol of students of martial arts everhwere. A
rigorous program of political tactics and psychological warfare, physical discipline and martial force. A
mysterious school on the planet Renault A ronin, whose expertise in body control and knowledge of the
fighting arts drew the attention of Matador Villa. The school wanted her talents The Machiavelli Interface[
edit ] From the back cover Khadaji started it. He had a vision on a bloody battlefield, a vision of the fall of the
brutal Galactic Confederation, and of the new order that would come after. He made himself a legend, and that
legend inspired a rebellion that swept across the stars. The Matadors continued it. Marcus Wall tried to stop it.
He used his immense wealth and corrupt power to close down the Villa, to outlaw the Matadors, to have their
leader thrown into a Confed prison. Now it is about to end. The Matadors are coming out of hiding. They will
move against the Confed. They will destroy Marcus Wall. No matter what the cost. The incredible journey of
the Matadora. Now the final battle of The Machiavelli Interface. PEN was trained by the master warriors, the
Siblings of the Shroud, learning the lethal skills that would someday forge a legend This is his story. The
Albino Knife[ edit ] It takes more than death to kill an evil man. Her father is a hero, a legend, the man who
changed the history of the galaxy. The Man Who Never Missed-a man she never met. The Confederation
defeated, Emile Khadaji disappeared, and now she must find him. Marcus Jefferson Wall died on the day the
revolution was won, but technology has given him a terrifying new way for the hand of vengeance to stretch
beyond the grave. Kildee Wu is a sensei, a teacher, a master of the martial arts. Her weapon is a year-old black
sword forged in secret; her ambition is to find the perfect student, one worthy of her blade. Sleel is a thief, a
poet, a scholar, a soldier-and one of the best of the Matadors, the elite cadre of bodyguards who sparked a
revolution. Now, stripped of his honor, forbidden the weapons that set him apart, he must begin again. Their
enemy is hidden in the House of Black Steel, protected by power and money. He has stolen her secret, and his
honor, and nearly claimed their lives. Their only hope of survival-and vengeance-lies in the strength of
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Steve Perry is a native of the Deep South. His residences have included Louisiana, California, Washington and Oregon.
Prior to working full-time as a freelance writer, he worked as a swimming instructor, lifeguard, assembler of toys, clerk in
a hotel gift shop and car rental agency, aluminum salesman, martial art instructor, private detective, and nurse.

Steve Perry born August 31, is an American television writer and science fiction author. The Matador series
The Matador series chronicles the birth, evolution, victory, and aftermath of a rebellion which overthrows a
corrupt and declining interstellar government "The Confederation" based on Earth. The Matador series
features a fictional martial art known as "Sumito" or "The 97 Steps". Many of the non-English words and
place names are actually in the Esperanto language. The Man Who Never Missed The rebellion proper begins
in The Man Who Never Missed, in which Emile Khadaji deserts from the Confederation military after a
particularly bloody battle and religious experience, eventually joining up with a bartending martial artist monk
named Pen, who teaches Khadaji the art used by his order, Sumito "The 97 steps" , before setting him on his
own path. Khadaji learns economics and politics and military science and eventually decides he has to
overthrow the Confederation. This he does by setting up a bar on a planet named Greaves, and while luring
soldiers in by day, hunts and paralyzes them by night. Over many months, he paralyzes 2, of the 10, troops on
the planet, only missing with a handful of shots, which he carefully conceals. Eventually, as the first paralyzed
soldier awakens, he attacks the commander, is trapped in his bar, and apparently killed. Afterwards, the
Confederation military realize that he apparently knocked out almost 2, soldiers without missing a single time,
a record which becomes a legend, striking fear into the Confederation military ranks. Matadora From the back
cover On some worlds, the name of Khadaji is a prayer for resistance fighters The one-man resistance to the
Confed on Greaves. With his death, Khadaji became the inspiration and idol of students of martial arts
everhwere. A rigorous program of political tactics and psychological warfare, physical discipline and martial
force. A mysterious school on the planet Renault A ronin, whose expertise in body control and knowledge of
the fighting arts drew the attention of Matador Villa. The school wanted her talents The Machiavelli Interface
From the back cover Khadaji started it. He had a vision on a bloody battlefield, a vision of the fall of the brutal
Galactic Confederation, and of the new order that would come after. He made himself a legend, and that
legend inspired a rebellion that swept across the stars. The Matadors continued it. Marcus Wall tried to stop it.
He used his immense wealth and corrupt power to close down the Villa, to outlaw the Matadors, to have their
leader thrown into a Confed prison. Now it is about to end. The Matadors are coming out of hiding. They will
move against the Confed. They will destroy Marcus Wall. No matter what the cost. The incredible journey of
the Matadora. Now the final battle of The Machiavelli Interface.
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The Matador Series is a sequence of science fiction novels by Steve Perry, generally following the life of former soldier
Emile Khadaji, as he initiates a revolution against the corrupt Galactic Confederation ('The Confed').

The books have been published out of chronological order, and over a number of years, but in chronological
order they are: A thief who loses everything, including himself, and then is inducted into a mysterious
priesthood called the Siblings of the Shroud. The Man Who Never Missed: Picks up where The 97th Step
ended, following Khadaji as he learns what he needs to to know to start the fall of The Confed. The story of
The Matadors, trained as bodyguards, but destined to be leaders of the revolution. The Confed has fallen, but
mysterious accidents keep happening. His best hope of survival is Kildee Wu, a martial artist looking for a
student worthy of wielding the sword that she carries. A few of the characters from the main series appear in
it, but the plot is unrelated. It deals with the titular prison, and the only people to ever escape from it. Tropes
used in Matador Series include: The Zonn, who have been gone for tens of thousands of years, but left some
interesting ruins scattered around various planets. The robot that delivers their meals has an annoying alarm
that has to be manually deactivated, to make sure they stop working and eat. Dirisha Zuri, who believes that
love makes you weak , is sent to be a bodyguard for Rajeem Carlos. She falls hard for for him, and eventually
ends up in a relationship with him and his wife. Pen or rather, Khadaji as Pen set her up with him
intentionally, because she needed to learn what love is in order to be the best possible bodyguard. Khadaji and
Pen also both worked as bouncers at various times in their lives. The Albino Knife deals with his attempts to
reverse the process, and put himself back into a human body. Chairman of the Brawl: Khadaji even uses the
ability to overcome the bolts as a hiring test for his bouncers. How the leader of the Musashi Flex is
determined. Anyone ranked in the top ten can challenge the current number one, and if they win, they take that
position, regardless of their previous rank. The Third Rule of Matador Villa: The blurb on the back cover of
The Albino Knife has nothing whatsoever to do with the book. Daughter of a Whore: Earth Is the Center of the
Universe: Earth is the Confederation capital, and a majority of their bureaucracy is headquartered there. The
97 Steps, or Sumito, are the style that the Siblings of the Shroud practice, and which is taught to the characters
of the series. Boxcars are sub-orbital, used for longer distances. Saval Bork, and his sister Tazzimi. Bad-ass
revolutionary Sleel is caught browsing the philosophy section of a bookstore, quotes poetry, and spots a
deception that nobody else had ever seen through. Mues are humans genetically modified to be more suitable
for certain tasks, such as working on worlds with higher than Earth-normal gravity. There are also the Albino
Exotics, created as sexual playthings for the wealthy. Kinetic Weapons Are Just Better: Hand-held energy
weapons are rare, and most people are armed with various projectile weapons, often with explosive or
chemically-treated ammunition. We stand until the last man falls. The stories are set somewhere around , but
things are still measured in meters. Powerful computers are some sort of artificial brain, and custom-tailored
viruses are used to teach people things quickly. Outgrown Such Silly Superstitions: Most of the main
characters follow some variant of Zen, and Christianity is still very common. The Matador school has a room
with a holographic projection system, used for practicing various bodyguarding scenarios. He still tries to get
their approval when he visits them during the course of the book.
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Bibliography. Books by Steve Perry The Tularemia Gambit Civil War Secret Agent. The Matador Series: The Man Who
Never Missed Matadora The Machiavelli Interface.

The Matador series features a fictional martial art known as "Sumito" or "The 97 Steps". Many of the
non-English words and place names are actually in the Esperanto language. The Man Who Never Missed The
rebellion proper begins in The Man Who Never Missed, in which Emile Khadaji deserts from the
Confederation military after a particularly bloody battle and religious experience, eventually joining up with a
bartending martial artist monk named Pen, who teaches Khadaji the art used by his order, Sumito "The 97
steps" , before setting him on his own path. Khadaji learns economics and politics and military science and
eventually decides he has to overthrow the Confederation. This he does by setting up a bar on a planet named
Greaves, and while luring soldiers in by day, hunts and paralyzes them by night. Over many months, he
paralyzes 2, of the 10, troops on the planet, only missing with a handful of shots, which he carefully conceals.
Eventually, as the first paralyzed soldier awakens, he attacks the commander, is trapped in his bar, and
apparently killed. Afterwards, the Confederation military realize that he apparently knocked out almost 2,
soldiers without missing a single time, a record which becomes a legend, striking fear into the Confederation
military ranks. Matadora From the back cover On some worlds, the name of Khadaji is a prayer for resistance
fighters The one-man resistance to the Confed on Greaves. With his death, Khadaji became the inspiration and
idol of students of martial arts everhwere. A rigorous program of political tactics and psychological warfare,
physical discipline and martial force. A mysterious school on the planet Renault A ronin, whose expertise in
body control and knowledge of the fighting arts drew the attention of Matador Villa. The school wanted her
talents The Machiavelli Interface From the back cover Khadaji started it. He had a vision on a bloody
battlefield, a vision of the fall of the brutal Galactic Confederation, and of the new order that would come
after. He made himself a legend, and that legend inspired a rebellion that swept across the stars. The Matadors
continued it. Marcus Wall tried to stop it. He used his immense wealth and corrupt power to close down the
Villa, to outlaw the Matadors, to have their leader thrown into a Confed prison. Now it is about to end. The
Matadors are coming out of hiding. They will move against the Confed. They will destroy Marcus Wall. No
matter what the cost. The incredible journey of the Matadora. Now the final battle of The Machiavelli
Interface. PEN was trained by the master warriors, the Siblings of the Shroud, learning the lethal skills that
would someday forge a legend This is his story. The Albino Knife It takes more than death to kill an evil man.
Her father is a hero, a legend, the man who changed the history of the galaxy. The Man Who Never Missed-a
man she never met. The Confederation defeated, Emile Khadaji disappeared, and now she must find him.
Marcus Jefferson Wall died on the day the revolution was won, but technology has given him a terrifying new
way for the hand of vengeance to stretch beyond the grave. Kildee Wu is a sensei, a teacher, a master of the
martial arts. Her weapon is a year-old black sword forged in secret; her ambition is to find the perfect student,
one worthy of her blade. Sleel is a thief, a poet, a scholar, a soldier-and one of the best of the Matadors, the
elite cadre of bodyguards who sparked a revolution. Now, stripped of his honor, forbidden the weapons that
set him apart, he must begin again. Their enemy is hidden in the House of Black Steel, protected by power and
money. He has stolen her secret, and his honor, and nearly claimed their lives. Their only hope of survival-and
vengeance-lies in the strength of Black Steel Brother Death Characters: Each is given a warning of impending
assassination. Each is surrounded by bodyguards. But in every case, the death-stroke falls on time The
veterans of a thousand offworld battles. They alone can stop the march of Brother Death Against them all
stand the Few, the fanatical secret brotherhood. Armed with the secrets of a lost civilization, they revel in their
own powers of destruction. And they obey one voice Brother Death The Musashi Flex Follows the
development of the 97 steps of sumito as well as the biochemical enhancement later used by Confed soldiers.
The protagonist is a professional fighter, Lazlo Mourn, who walks the Musashi Flex, an illegal underground
martial arts competition named after Miyamoto Musashi, which features both armed and unarmed combat.
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8: Matadora (The Matadors Book 2) eBook: Steve Perry: www.enganchecubano.com: Kindle Store
The Man Who Never Missed by Steve Perry This is book one of the Matador Trilogy and I would suggest you get all
three before you start reading it. You will not be happy waiting to get the next book in the series.

Predator - Deep in the Alaskan forest, ranger Sloan comes across the torn and bloody carcasses of Grizzly
bears. Searching a human cause for the massacres, he discovers a team of poachers hunkered within the
Alaska wilderness, waiting for the chance to score a Bypassing all safeguards, terrorists break into Fort
Stephens, penetrating to the heart of the newest high-tech Army base. One after another, other bases are hit.
Science Fiction Jan Three people--Lazlo, a battle-scarred extreme martial arts warrior; Cayne, an ambitious
journalist who will stop at nothing to get a story; and Ellis, a billionaire who longs for something money
cannot buy--will have their fates decided in the brutal When a top-secret Pentagon wargame is shut down,
only Net Force has the expertise to track down the hacker. The Department of Defense decides to strike while
the iron is hot - and Though the head of a major multinational corporation - and a key player in world affairs,
Samuel Walker Cox has a past few people know about. But that group is about to get bigger But the clear
notes coming from his gleaming flute evoke emotions and memories in his audience like nothing else can.
Action Adventure Mar In the year , computers are the new superpowers. Those who control them control the
world. Minor viruses are eating away at the Net Action Adventure Nov In the year , computers are the new
superpowers. Those who control there control the world. When web service is disrupted across the He
captures the essence and power of a decision. He also explores falling in and out of love and then wraps it in s
Philadelphia. Served over smoldering emotions and self-discovery, Action Adventure Apr In the year ,
computers are the new superpowers. Action Adventure Oct In the year , computers are the new superpowers.
Reeling from a shattered personal life, N A Union Jack appearing on computer screen Science Fiction Jan I
was born in Humans had already conquered space. Even though its easy to travel to the farthest galaxy, we
always thought Earth would be our home. But we were wrong. And we had to leave. Fifteen years after Earth,
Cale Tucker still Those who control them, control the world. A list of every U. Action Adventure Jun In the
future, computers rule the world. The Net Force was formed to protect us from any and all criminal activity
on-line. But there is a group of teenage whiz kids who sometimes know more about computers than their adult
superiors. They are the Net Action Adventure Feb In the year , computers are the new superpowers. Those
who controlthem, control the world. When the director of Net Force is assassina Action Adventure Feb In the
future, computers rule the world. The Net Force was formed to protect America from any and all criminal
activity on-line.
9: Steve Perry Torrents - TorrentFunk
The Man Who Never Missed is the first book in the Matador series, by Steve www.enganchecubano.com was first
published in August Plot.
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